Monday, 31 August

9:30 - 12:30
Krzysztof Kredens Defining the scope of forensic linguistics
Krzysztof Kredens Introduction to disputed meanings

2:00 - 5:00
Malcolm Coulthard Early famous cases of disputed authorship
Malcolm Coulthard How unique are we linguistically? On collusion, plagiarism and falsified statements

7:00 ISSFLA 2015 Dinner

Tuesday, 1 September

9:30 - 12:30
Tim Grant Authorship analysis of short electronic communications I
Tim Grant Authorship analysis of short electronic communications II

2:00 - 5:00
Larry Solan Linguistic indeterminacy in the spoken word: Issues in the transcription of forensic recordings
Larry Solan Legal and ethical standards for forensic evidence

5:30 – 6:30
Nicci MacLeod Assuming Identities Online (AIO) - Practical Session I

Wednesday, 2 September

9:30 - 12:30
Visit to Birmingham Crown Court

2:00 – 5:00
Tim Grant Assuming identities online – tracking and tracing multiple linguistic identities
Tim Grant Assuming Identities Online (AIO) - Practical Session II

6:30 – 8:00
ISSFLA 2015 Special Presentation followed by buffet reception

Thursday, 3 September

9:30 - 12:30
Jack Grieve Methods in linguistic profiling I
Jack Grieve Methods in linguistic profiling II

2:00 - 5:00
Tim Grant and Nicci MacLeod AIO Debriefing Session
Tim Grant Disputed meanings: slang
Krzysztof Kredens Disputed meanings: forensic discourse analysis
Friday, 4 September

9:30 - 12:30
Marie Allen Investigative interviewing: a police officer’s perspective I
Marie Allen Investigative Interviewing: a police officer’s perspective II

2:00 - 5:00
Malcolm Coulthard How (not) to write an expert witness report
Malcolm Coulthard Language and power – on presenting evidence in court